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ABSTRACT

CR carbonaceous chondrites are of the major interest since they contain one of the most primitive organic matters. However, aqueous alteration has more or less overprinted their original features in a way that needed to be assessed. That was done in the present study by comparing the mineralogy of the most altered CR1 chondrite, GRO 95577, to a less altered CR2, Renazzo. Their modal analyses were achieved thanks to a new method, based on X-ray elemental maps acquired on electron microprobe, and on IDL image treatment.

It allowed the collection of new data on the composition of Renazzo and confirmed the classification of GRO 95577 as a CR1. New alteration products for CRs, vermiculite and clinochlore, were observed. The homogeneity of the Fe-poor clays in the CR1 and the distinctive matrix composition in the two chondrites suggest a wide-range of aqueous alteration on CRs. The preservation of the outlines of the chondrules in GRO 95577 and the elemental transfers of Al, Fe and Ca throughout the chondrule and of Fe and S from the matrix to the chondrule favor the idea of an asteroidal location of the aqueous alteration.

From their mineralogical descriptions and modal abundances, the element repartitions in Renazzo and GRO 95577 were computed. It indicates a possible relationship between these two chondrites via an isochemical alteration process. Knowing the chemical reactions that occurred during the alteration, it was thus possible to decipher the mineralogical modal abundances in the unaltered CR body.
INTRODUCTION

The CR carbonaceous chondrites (CRs), based on their enrichments in the heavy isotopes of nitrogen and hydrogen (Kung and Clayton 1978; Kolodny et al. 1980; Bischoff et al. 1993a; Weisberg et al. 1993; Alexander et al. 1998) and their unique petrology (McSween 1977; Kolodny et al. 1980; Frederiksson et al. 1981; Kalllemeyn and Wasson 1982; Bischoff et al. 1993a; Bischoff et al. 1993b) and their primitive organic matter (e.g. Pearson et al. 2006) are proposed to be among the most primitive extraterrestrial materials available for study (e.g. Ash et al. 1993; Pearson et al. 2006; Abreu and Brearley 2006).

But, aqueous alteration has more or less overprinted their original features (Zolensky et al. 1989; Zolensky 1991; Weisberg et al. 1995). The problem is that even if the general characteristics of alteration in CRs are known (e.g., Weisberg et al. 1993; Zolensky et al. 1993; Noguchi 1995), the details of alteration (the elementary physico-chemical reactions as well as the nebular and/or asteroidal location) are lacking in comparison with CM or CI chondrites (Brearley 2006) and are still in debate.

The petrologic type, from 3 to 1, is an indicator of the increasing degree of aqueous alteration. Zolensky and Browning (1994) reported that CM chondrites exhibit the complete petrologic range from 2 to 1. On the contrary, most of the CRs are of petrologic type 2 (more than 2 dozens of unpaired samples) and no clear evidence for CR3 exists at this time. Smith et al. (2004) reported two samples as being potential CR3 chondrites, NWA 1152 and SAH 00182, but a discussion is still going on because these samples have affinities both with CRs and CVs. At the opposite, the Grosvenor Mountains 95577 chondrite (GRO 95577), which has been first reported as a C2 chondrite (Mason 1997), was reevaluated as the first known CR1 by Weisberg and Prinz (2000). Do CR chondrites exhibit a complete petrologic range from 2 to 1 like CMs? To answer to this question the mineralogies of Renazzo, which is a mildly altered fall and one of the most typical CR2s, and of GRO 95577 were characterized by quantifying the proportion of each mineral phase. A new modal analysis method based on X-ray elemental maps acquisition on electron microprobe was used for this purpose (Schwandt et al. 2001; Schwandt and McKay 2005; Schwandt 2006a,b). This study results in the estimation of what would be the unaltered CR body. Finally, new arguments concerning the mechanisms of the aqueous alteration process and its location are exposed.

SAMPLES AND TECHNIQUES

One thick section of Renazzo (partly represented on Figure 1) (Renazzo-719) was lent by the Museum National d’Histoire Naturelle in Paris and two thick sections of GRO 95577 (Figure 2) were prepared at NASA-JSC from the chips lent by the Meteorite Working Group.

Images and compositions of silicate minerals as well as opaque phases were obtained by using a JEOL JSM-5910LV Secondary Electron Microscope (SEM used at 15 keV) and a Cameca SX-100 electron microprobe (EMP) in WDS mode using appropriate silicate and metal standards. Operating conditions for the EMP were 15 keV accelerating voltage with a 20 nA beam current for silicates and 20 keV accelerating voltage with a 40 nA beam current for metals. The diameter of the electron beam was 1 µm.

Modal abundances of the mineral and metallic phases in Renazzo and GRO 95577 were assessed using a new method developed by Schwandt (Schwandt et al. 2001; Schwandt and McKay 2005; Schwandt 2006a,b). It consists of first acquiring the X-ray elemental maps for Fe, Ni, S, Si, Al, Mg and Ca on the EMP. The accelerating voltage is 20 keV with a 40 nA
beam current. The spot diameter is 1 µm and the dwelltime is 5 to 30 ms. With a resolution of
1 or 2 µm per pixel, we are able to map areas whose size ranges up to 3600*3600 pixel² in
about 72 hours. Then, for each elemental map, using the IDL software, the intensity of the
signal is known in each pixel. To illustrate the use of this method, we are describing it for
Renazzo.
Schwandt (Schwandt et al. 2001; Schwandt and McKay 2005; Schwandt 2006a,b) found that
it is convenient to identify silicates on the map of the ratio (Mg+Ca+Fe)/(Si+Al). This one
represents the ratio of cations usually octahedrally coordinated over cations usually
tetrahedrally coordinated in the mineral structures. For each pixel, this ratio, which is called
octovertet, is computed by the IDL software and is mapped on Figure 1a. The color of the
pixel changes from purple – blue – green – yellow – orange to red as the intensity of this ratio
increases. Knowing the mineralogy of Renazzo thanks to the SEM and EMP analyses, it is
possible to discriminate some phases according to the intensity of the octovertet signal. On
Figure 1a there are the group I with kamacite (1), low-Ni kamacite (2), intermediate sulfide
phases (3) and Ca-carbonate (11) in red, the group II with Fe-rich olivine matrix (4) in light
green, the group III with the feldspathic mesostasis in dark blue, the group IV with chamosite
mesostasis (6), olivine (7), Fe-olivine (8) in bright green and the group V with enstatite (9)
and augite (10) in light blue. But it appears that using the Fe map, we can distinguish
kamacite (1), low-Ni kamacite (2) in red from intermediate sulfide phases (3) in green, which
are a family of phases intermediate between pyrrhotite and pentlandite (Scott and Taylor
1985; Alexander et al. 1989; Zolensky and Thomas 1995; Chokai et al. 2004). To distinguish,
kamacite (1) and low-Ni kamacite (2), we are using the Ni map on which they are
respectively in red and green. Then to distinguish chamosite
((Si₃Al)(Fe²⁺,Mg,Fe³⁺)₅O₁₀(OH)₈) mesostasis (6) from olivine (7) and Fe-olivine (8), we are
using the Fe signal on which they are respectively in blue, purple and light blue. Finally on
the Ca map, enstatite (9) in purple can be distinguished from augite (10) in orange. This map
is also used to quantify Ca-carbonate (11). Then each mineral and metallic phase is defined
by the range of its octovertet, Fe, Ni, Ca, S signals, so that the IDL software is able to
quantify the number of pixels occupied by each phase. Thus, we can get the area% of each
phase. The conversion from area% to vol% is discussed later.

RESULTS

Renazzo

The mineralogical studies of Renazzo have been made by Mason and Wiik (1962), Wood
(1967), Nelen et al. (1975), McSween and Richardson (1977), Zolensky et al. (1991),
Zolensky et al. (1993) and Weisberg et al. (1993). These authors indicate the composition of
olivine, pyroxene and mesostasis in the chondrule as well as the matrix composition. The
FeNi metal was studied by, e.g., Zanda et al. (1991), Lee et al. (1992), Weisberg et al. (1993)
and Connolly et al. (2001) but information on sulfide phases is scarce (Zolensky 1991;
Weisberg et al. 1993). This is one of the reasons we present a new description of Renazzo.
Table 1 to Table 6 present the new modal data and mineral compositions which are compared
to data in the literature.

Chondrules. Chondrules are mostly type I (Figure 1b) and consist in olivine and pyroxene
(Porphyritic Olivine Pyroxene (POP) and Porphyritic Pyroxene (PP)) embedded in a
feldspathic mesostasis. On Ren-719 thick section, one type II chondrule (Figure 1c) is
observed having Fe-olivine (Fo66) and a chamosite mesostasis (Figure 1d, Table 1 and Table
2). In type I chondrules, olivine grains are Fo90 in composition and most of the pyroxenes are
enstatite (Fs₅₁Wo₃₂) which coexist minor few augite and pigeonite (Figure 3 and Table 1). The
feldspathic mesostasis is An96 in composition (Table 2). The main part of the metallic phases (Table 3) consists of blebs of low-Ni kamacite (Fe0.95Ni0.05), which are rimming the chondrules (Figure 1b). Typically few kamacites (Fe0.90Ni0.1) are observed as blebs inside the chondrule. Intermediate sulfide phases, whose composition is intermediate between pyrrhotite and pentlandite (Chokai et al. 2004), are observed at the periphery of the type II chondrule (Figure 1c). Sparse Ca-carbonate grains are only observed at the boundary between chondrule and matrix (Figure 1b).

**Matrix.** Matrix is fine-grained (Figure 1e) and Fe-olivine is the dominant mineral (Zolensky et al. 1991) (Table 4). Bibliographic data indicate that there is 0.7 vol% of S in Renazzo (Weisberg et al. 1993), which is mostly within the matrix (Zolensky 1991). That is confirmed by the X-ray map of S (see following paragraph). It is likely that these fine-grained sulfides are pyrrhotite, considering the low degree of aqueous alteration.

**Modal abundance analysis.** X-ray maps of Ca, Fe, Ni, S as well as octovertet, the ratio of (Fe+Mg+Ca) over (Si+Al), are shown on Figure 1a. These maps are oriented as the reflexion in a mirror of area e from Figure 1. As for a reminder, on the X-ray elemental map color changes from purple to red with respect to the intensity of the signal. On Figure 1a, the number associated to octovertet and to the element name corresponds to the maximal intensity of the signal. So, Fe (Fe 190) has the widest range in intensity and S (S 10) the lowest one.

As mentioned in the Sample and Techniques section, because of the crystal chemical selectivity of the octovertet map, we can distinguish metal and Ca-carbonate (red), chamosite mesostasis - olivine- Fe-olivine (bright green), matrix (light green), pyroxene (light blue) and feldspathic mesostasis (dark blue). The comparison between Fe and Ca maps allows one to distinguish metal and Ca-carbonate. Moreover, by looking at octovertet and Ca maps, enstatite (purple on Ca map) can be discriminated from the few augites (orange on Ca map).

Fe, S and Ni maps show that the matrix has a homogeneous composition in these three elements but is richer in Fe and S than in Ni. The comparison of Ni and Fe maps reveals that kamacite (red on Ni map), is mainly inside the chondrule, whereas low-Ni kamacite (green on Ni map) is mainly at the periphery of the chondrule. On Fe map, the type II chondrule is easily distinguished from type I chondrules because its Fe signal is more intense (blue is lighter). The presence of intermediate S phases at the periphery of this type II chondrule is revealed by high intensity on Fe (green), Ni (red) and S (red) maps.

Each mineral and metallic phase is uniquely described by its range in intensity on octovertet, Fe, Ni, Ca, S signals. This information is input data for the IDL software in order to compute the number of pixels occupied by each phase. The modal analysis of a 109 mm² area (Figure 1a) indicates that in chondrules, pyroxenes account for 23 area% (20.7 area% of enstatite, 1.15 area% of augite and 1.15 area% of pigeonite), olivine for 19.2 area% (18.2 area% of Fo99 and 1 area% of Fo66). The mesostasis is composed by feldspar (2.8 area%) and by chamosite (1.4 area%). A good description of opaque phases is possible thanks to this technique: they are low-Ni kamacite 3.3 area%, kamacite 0.7 area% and intermediate sulfide phases 0.9 area%. Ca-carbonates accounts for 0.8 area%, while the Fe-olivine rich matrix is the most important fraction with 47.9 area%. The comparison with the available data from literature is presented in the discussion part along with a debate on how to convert the area% in vol%.

**GRO 95577**

As noted in the introduction, the study of GRO 95577 was initiated by Weisberg and Prinz (2000). They noted that a remarkable replacement process, which preserved the texture of the initial chondrite, changes olivine and pyroxene into serpentine within chondrule, feldspar into...
Al-chlorite within the mesostasis and kamacite blebs into magnetite. It is a near perfect pseudomorphic process. The authors reported also that the matrix represents more than 30 vol% and consists of phyllosilicates, magnetite, sulfides and carbonates. But, to constrain the physico-chemical conditions under which the aqueous alteration occurred, we have first to perform a more detailed description of the mineralogy of GRO 95577 along with its modal analysis.

Chondrules. The outlines of chondrules (Figure 2) are still visible but they now consist almost entirely of phyllosilicates (Figure 2a, b and c) having a particular composition, which is reported in Table 6. From this composition, structural formula are established considering a TO (kaolin-serpentine), a TOT (pyrophyllite-talc, smectite, vermiculite, mica) and a TOT O' (chlorite) structure. The structural formula is only reasonable for a TOT structure with Fe in its fully oxidized form. These phyllosilicates are

$$(Si_{2.84}Fe^{3+}_{0.90}Al_{0.22}Cr^{3+}_{0.05})(Mg_{2.73}Fe^{3+}_{0.27})Na_{0.15}Mg_{0.35} per O_{10}(OH)_2.$$

Relative to tetrahedrally coordinated cations, the substitution is much too important for assuming that this mineral is a saponite, but with respect to Caillere et al. (1982), such a formula is typical of trioctahedral vermiculite, in which Fe$^{3+}$ for Mg substitutions are reported in both the tetrahedral and octahedral sites. The Al-rich chlorite mesostasis, reported by Weisberg and Prinz (2000), was not observed in our thick sections but we do observe a MgAlFe chlorite mesostasis (Figure 2b and c). Two families are defined with respect to their Fe content (Clin. 1 and Clin 2. in Table 2). With respect to Bayliss (1975) nomenclature for trioctahedral chlorites, these are clinochlore. Their compositions are compared to the ones of phyllosilicates from the chondrules of CRs, CMs and CV chondrites in a Mg-Fe-Si+Al ternary diagram (Figure 4), which will be discussed later. Their structural formulae per $O_{8}(OH)_{10}$ are:

- $(Si_{3.28}Al_{0.72})(Al_{0.97}Mg_{2.03})(Al_{0.07}Mg_{0.96}Fe^{2+}_{1.90}Ca_{0.01}Mn_{0.05}□_{0.16})$ for Clin. 1;
- $(Si_{3.23}Al_{0.77})(Al_{0.99}Mg_{2.01})(Al_{0.08}Mg_{0.93}Fe^{2+}_{2.17}Ca_{0.01}Mn_{0.05}□_{0.17})$ for Clin. 2.

Concerning the opaque phases (Table 3), we do not observe any large magnetite-rich chondrules but we do observe relics (67 µm mean) of kamacite. The blebs are quite often low-Ni in composition (3.4 wt% Ni) (Figure 2d) and one bleb exhibits zoning (Figure 5), with the inner part being richer in Ni (12.7 wt% Ni). This inner part of the bleb is probably a remnant of the initial kamacite. Pyrrhotite (Figure 2e) and pentlandite are observed but the intermediate S phases are the predominant S-bearing phases (Figure 2f). Within chondrules, huge Ca-rich carbonates grains are observed (533-640 µm in size). They enclose pentlandite, pyrrhotite and vermiculite (Figure 2a). Rims around chondrules are well defined and consist of serpentine having the same composition as the matrix (Table 4). Grains of frambooidal magnetite, bleb of kamacite, pyrrhotite and intermediate sulfides are also found within the rims (Figure 2a).

Matrix. The composition of the fine-grained (Figure 2g) matrix is reported in Table 4. Sulfides (no bigger than 5 µm) and magnetite are visible. Huge Ca-rich carbonates grains are also found within the matrix (Figure 2h). Whether previously resident in chondrules or in matrix, anhydrous minerals are no longer observed.

Modal abundance analysis. For this highly altered sample, the octovertet ratio is no longer efficient to distinguish phases. It is likely due to the homogenization of the composition created by the redistribution of elements during alteration (see Discussion). The different metallic and mineral phases are distinguished with respect to the intensity of the Fe, S and Ni signals (Figure 6). On the scale of the intensity of the Fe signal the range of intensity for each phase is indicated. To get a unique description of a phase, it appears to be necessary to give also its range of intensity on the S and Ni maps as well in order to, for example, discriminate kamacite, low-Ni kamacite and intermediate S phases. Using the IDL software, we get the number of pixels which fulfills the intensity conditions for each phase. The study of a 14
mm² area of GRO 95577 (Table 5) indicates that in chondrule, vermiculite accounts for 25.2 area% and clinohlore mesostasis for 13.2 area%. Opaque phases are represented by low-Ni kamacite 2.3 area%, kamacite 0.2 area%, pyrrhotite accounts for 1.1 area%, whereas intermediate sulfide phases account for 5.0 area% and magnetite for 1.1 area%. Ca-rich carbonates account for 6.4 area%, while the Fe-rich phyllosilicates matrix is the most important fraction with 45.6 area%.

DISCUSSION

A precise modal analysis method

The modal analysis method based on the study of X-ray elemental maps acquired on the electron microprobe provides a new more precise modal analysis of Renazzo and GRO 95577. Up to now, for CR chondrites, only the proportion of chondrules, opaque phase and matrix have been reported in literature. Bland et al. (2004) and Menzies et al. (2005) were the first ones to feel the necessity to find an alternative to the existing modal analysis methods. Methods based on normative abundances recalculated from chemical analyses or on point counting are limited when the sample is fine-grained. Thus Bland et al. (2004) and Menzies et al. (2005) defined a new-modal analysis method which combines the use of X-ray diffraction and Mössbauer spectroscopy. They are able to assess the presence of minerals having abundance above 1 wt% from the analysis of a few hundreds of micrograms. But their technique has the limitation that it requires an extensive database of minerals standards in order to deconvolve complex X-ray patterns.

Our method requires the use of a polished or thin section, but enables computation of the area% of each mineral phase. There is no limitation except that the investigator should have already a good knowledge of the mineralogy of the sample. The conversion of area% to volume% is a point however, which deserves further discussion. Usually, according to the literature, the crystals are supposed to be prismatic so that the vol% equals the area%. The opposite attitude would be to consider crystals as uniform spheres so that vol% equals (area%)³/². Because of this uncertainty, the vol% are given in Table 5 for both cases a) considering prismatic crystals and b) considering spherical crystals. The results are compared to the available data on CRs which are for prismatic crystals only. The influence of this form factor is illustrated when comparing the distribution 4.9 vol% of opaque phases, 47.9 vol% of matrix and 46.4 vol% of chondrule for prismatic crystals with the distribution 1.4 vol% of opaque phases, 61.4 vol% of matrix and 37.1 vol% of chondrule for spherical crystals. For future work, one may consider combining CT tomography with the elemental determination. In such instances, the shape of minerals and their chemistry would be available to calculate a very realistic %vol. It will then be necessary to re-evaluate several meteorites in order to update the literature data. But, for now, because the literature data are established by considering vol%=area%, we are discussing the results established for this case a).

New data on Renazzo and GRO 95577

This study provides an updated description of the mineralogy of Renazzo and GRO 95577. Particular attention was given to the description of the phyllosilicates as well as the sulfide phases, which are of a particular interest when studying the aqueous alteration processes.

Concerning Renazzo, our mineralogical description is in agreement with previous studies (Table 1 to Table 3) and gives new information concerning the composition of the pyroxenes, the feldspathic mesostasis and the sulfide phases. Concerning the modal abundances, Smith et al. (2004) and Weisberg et al. (2003) indicate respectively 6.1 vol% - 8.1 vol% for opaque...
phases, 41.4 – 41.9 vol% for matrix and 49.6 - 51.1 vol% for chondrule. Our data (Table 5),
4.9 vol% for opaque phases, 47.9 vol% for matrix and 46.4 vol% for chondrule, are within
the same range as previous data except for matrix, which is a bit higher. Moreover, we
observed that the feldspathic mesostasis vol% is higher than the chamosite mesostasis vol%,
which reveals that the aqueous alteration in Renazzo was not so strong.
Concerning GRO 95577, the compositions of chondrule, mesostasis and opaque phases given
by Weisberg and Prinz (2000) were revised (Table 2 to Table 4 and Table 6). There was no
data available in literature concerning its modal abundances but the modal distribution
we established (Table 5) falls within the CR range. Both the qualitative and quantitative
studies allow us to discuss GRO 95577 as a CR1.

**CR1 status of GRO 95577 confirmed by qualitative and quantitative description**

Weisberg et al. (1993) stated that GRO 95577 is a CR1 having an oxygen isotopic
composition ($\delta^{18}O=6.32‰$, $\delta^{17}O=2.83‰$), which plots close to Renazzo ($\delta^{18}O=6.25‰$,
$\delta^{17}O=2.29‰$) in the three oxygen isotope diagram (Figure 7). Thanks to the present study
more information are available to confirm the CR1 status of GRO 95577.
The modal analysis of GRO 95577 states that its opaque phases, matrix and chondrule
abundances fall within the CR range. The characteristics of GRO 95577 are compared to the
CR key-properties (Weisberg et al. 1993) in Table 7 and it appears that there is a good match
except for the presence of Fe-Ni metal and olivine-pyroxene in chondrules. This non-
adequation is due to the high degree of alteration in GRO 95577 which turns these Fe-Ni
metal and olivine-pyroxene respectively in low-Ni kamacite, magnetite and in vermiculite.
Up to now, neither microchondrule in matrix nor Amaeboid Olivine Aggregate (AOA) has
been reported and the $^{15}$N isotopic composition of GRO 95577 is not yet available.
As mentioned above, in GRO 95577, forsteritic olivine, augite and orthopyroxene have been
totally replaced by vermiculite. This illustrates an extremely high degree of aqueous
alteration, as even in CM1s or in very altered CM2, such as Nogoya (Zolensky et al. 1993;
Hanowski and Brearley 2001, Brearley 2006), and in Orgueil CII (Bland et al. 2004) this
replacement is only partial. Thus, the abundance of Ca-carbonates, the presence of magnetite
and intermediate sulfide phases as well as the lack of anhydrous minerals support the
petrologic type 1 described by Weisberg and Prinz (2000). This petrologic type 1 is slightly
different to the typical one described by Van Schmus and Wood (1967) and Sears and Dodd
(1988) because the outlines of the chondrules are still visible as it was already observed in the
rounded relict chondrules in CM1 clasts in Kaidun for example (Zolensky et al. 1996).

**The alteration phases in CR1 chondrite**

For CRs, Zolensky et al. (1993) reported aqueous alteration phases as being silicates such as
Fe-Mg serpentines and saponite, oxides such as magnetite, sulfides such as pyrrhotite and
pentlandite and a minor amount of carbonates such as calcite. The present study of GRO
95577 shows that its alteration phases, except Ca-carbonates, are not the classic ones. These
are vermiculite and chlorite (clinochlore) for the silicates, and intermediate sulfide phases.
Chlorite and vermiculite were reported by Zolensky et al. (1993) as minor fine-grained phase
in CMs. Intermediate sulfide phases are described as being rare in CR2 microclasts of the Y
793497 howardite (Gounelle et al. 2003) but they are more abundant in CM2 microclasts in
Kapoeta howardite (Zolensky and Di Valentin 1998; Gounelle et al. 2003) which is consistent
with the presence of these intermediate sulfide phases in CM chondrites (Scott and Taylor
This underlines the existence of a wider range of conditions for the aqueous alteration of CRs as well as some similarities between CR and CM alteration processes.

Wide range of aqueous alteration on CR parent-body

The primitive CR2 chondrites, MET 00426, EET 99177 (Abreu and Brearley 2005, 2006), EET 92042 (Buschmann et al. 2006), the moderately altered CR2 Renazzo and the extremely hydrated CR1 GRO 95577, display a very wide range of aqueous alteration for CR chondrites.

One way to illustrate it is to consider the chemical composition of the very common alteration products, the phyllosilicates. The composition of the phyllosilicates in the chondrule and in the matrix of Renazzo and GRO 95577 are plotted in (Mg, Fe, Si+Al) ternary diagrams respectively in Figure 4 and Figure 8. Only data obtained by using focused beam analyses are represented.

The composition of the phyllosilicates in the chondrules of Renazzo and GRO 95577 are compared to the ones from other CR2s (Al Rais and Y 790112 in Weisberg et al. 1993), from CR2 microclasts in Kappoeta howardite (Gounelle et al. 2003), from CV3s (Allende, Vigarano, Bali, Kaba in Zolensky et al. 1993), from CM2s (EET 83389, Bells, Y 791198, Murchison, Cochambamba, Nogoya, Mighei, Murray, MAC 88101, LEW 88001, Y 793321, B 7904, Y 86720 in Bunch and Chang 1980 and in Zolensky et al. (1993)), from CM2 microclasts in Kappoeta howardite (Gounelle et al. 2003) and from CM1s (EET 83334 and ALH 88045 in Zolensky et al. 1993). The composition of the vermiculite from GRO 95577 cores and the clinochlore from the GRO 95577 mesostasis plot at the low-iron pole of the composition field of the phyllosilicates in CR cores. The closest composition is the one of the Mg-serpentine in the chondrule core of the Nogoya CM2 chondrite (Bunch and Chang 1980).

The composition of the phyllosilicates in the matrix are compared to the ones from the CR-CV3 chondrites, NWA 1152 and SAH 00182 (in Smith et al. 2004), from CR2 (EET 87770 in Zolensky et al. 1993), from CR2 microclasts (in Y 793497, Jodzie and Kappoeta howardites in Zolensky et al. 1996 and Gounelle et al. 2003), from CV3s (Allende, Vigarano, Bali and Kaba in Bunch and Chang 1980 and Zolensky et al. 1993), from CM2s (ALH 83100, EET 83389, Bells, Y 791198, Murchison, Cochambamba, Nogoya, Mighei, LEW 85307, MAC 88107, ALH 83016, ALH 84029, Murray, LEW 87148, ALHA 81002, MAC 88101, LEW 88001, Y 793221, B 7904, Y 86720 in Bunch and Chang 1980 and Zolensky et al. 1993), from CM1s (EET 83334, Y 82042 in Zolensky et al. 1993) and from CI1 (Ivuna, Orgueil, Alais and Y 82162 in Kerridge 1976, Tomeoka and Buseck 1988, Zolensky et al. 1993). The composition field defined by phyllosilicates in the matrix of CR2s and CR1 (GRO 95577) is more restricted than the one defined by the phyllosilicates in CM2s and CM1s matrices. “Renazzo” plots at the Fe-rich end of the range whereas “GRO 95577” plots at the Fe-poor end. The composition of phyllosilicates in GRO 95577 matrix plots close to the ones in the matrix of the much altered CM2 Nogoya (Zolensky et al. 1993), of the CI1 Orgueil (Tomeoka and Buseck 1988) and in CR2 microclast in Jodzie howardite (Zolensky et al. 1996).

The compositions of the phyllosilicates in the chondrule and in the matrix of GRO 95577 are coherent with a high degree of aqueous alteration. Indeed, this phenomenon produces iron-poor phyllosilicates such as those found in the highly hydrated CM2 Nogoya chondrite. Browning et al. (1996) introduced a mineralogical alteration index (MAI) based on the Fe³⁺/Si ratio in the phyllosilicates from the matrix of CM falls. This index evolves with the increasing degree of aqueous alteration. As an example, on the ternary diagram (Figure 8), the evolution of the composition from the one of the serpentine in CM Murray chondrites (Fe-rich pole) to the one of Nogoya phyllosilicates (Fe-poor pole) on the elliptic field of
The composition of CMs phyllosilicates is explained by an increasing degree of aqueous alteration. GRO 95577 has numerous similarities with the highly altered CM2 chondrite, Nogoya, as their phyllosilicates in chondrules and in matrix have about the same plot in the (Mg, Fe, Si+Al) ternary plots. Moreover these two chondrites both contain clinohlore as well as intermediate sulfide phases.

The composition of the phyllosilicates from the matrix in the two CR-CV3, NWA 1152 and SAH 00182 (Smith et al. 2004) (Figure 8) are coherent with the one of other CV3s (Bunch and Chang 1980; Zolensky et al. 1993). Their location on the diagram at the Fe-pole of the CR trend is logical considering their anhydrous mineralogy. On contrary, the fact that the compositions of phyllosilicates in CM1s (EET 83334 and Y 82042 in Zolensky et al. 1993) plot in the middle of the CM range does not correspond to the trend. On the solely argument of the phyllosilicates composition in the matrix, EET 83334 and Y 82042 are not CR1. The fact that the composition field of phyllosilicates in CRs is more restricted than for CMs can be interpreted as a result of a better homogeneity of the mineralogy of the parent-body, notably the repartition of kamacite and sulfide which are the source of iron for phyllosilicates, and/or to more restricted physico-chemical conditions of aqueous alteration.

With the increasing aqueous alteration there is a decrease in iron content in phyllosilicates but there is also a modification of the bulk matrix composition, which is apparent when comparing Renazzo (CR2) and GRO 95577 (CR1) (Table 4). Renazzo’s matrix is richer in FeO and SO3 whereas GRO 95577’s matrix is richer in MgO and SiO2.

In Renazzo’s matrix, iron and sulfur must rather be considered in term of Fe and S than in term of FeO and SO3. Indeed, in Renazzo matrix, S is within pyrrhotite. In GRO 95577 Fe and S are not in matrix but are incorporated within intermediate sulfide phases preferentially located at the border or within chondrules as evidenced on the X-ray maps of GRO 95577 (Figure 6). These phases are quoted 5 and are in green on the Fe map, in red on the S map and in green to red on the Ni map. So, a transfer of Fe and S is likely occurring from the matrix to the chondrules during the aqueous alteration process. Grossman (2002) has already described this phenomenon as the sulfur content in matrix decreases and the abundance of sulfides in chondrules increases with the increasing degree of alteration, in the order Graves Nunataks (GRA) 95229 – Renazzo – Al Rais. Similarly to what we observe in GRO 95577, Grossman indicates that sulfides replace metal grains, especially near chondrule surfaces. The Al Rais matrix composition (McSween and Richardson 1977) is compared to Renazzo and GRO 95577 ones in Table 4. On contrary to what Grossman (2002) states, we do not observe the lower S-content in Al Rais matrix than in Renazzo one. This is another illustration of the anomalous status of Al Rais within the CRs (Kallemeyn 1993).

The greater abundance of MgO and SiO2 in GRO 95577’s matrix than in Renazzo one is coherent with the observations of McSween (1979, 1987) when studying the composition of CMs matrix. According McSween, prior to the aqueous alteration, the CM chondrites can, simplistically, be regarded as consisting of a mixture of Fe-rich fine-grained matrix and Mg-rich chondrules. McSween (1979, 1987) predicts that with progressive alteration, matrix should become more Mg-rich and chondrules more Mg-depleted and that the extent of this alteration is linked to brecciation. But as noted by Brearley (2006), more recent studies show that advanced aqueous alteration can also occur entirely independent of brecciation. It is obvious when considering the relatively heavily altered CM chondrites, such as ALH 81002 and several CM1 chondrites that are essentially unbrecciated (Llorca and Brearley 1992; Zolensky et al. 1997; Hanowski and Brearley 2001). This latter point is confirmed by the observation of the GRO 95577 CR1 sample in which no evidence of brecciation is observable, as the outlines of its chondrules are still well defined, although it is heavily
altered. It is interesting to note that in terms of MgO, SiO, FeO and SO3, the composition of Orgueil matrix (CI) is intermediate between this of Renazzo and GRO 95577 (Table 4).

**Confirmation of a possible relationship between Renazzo and GRO 95577**

In order to test whether the alteration of Renazzo could result in a GRO 95577-like composition, the elemental compositions of these two chondrites were calculated and are reported in Table 8. To calculate these compositions, the modal analysis (Table 5) and the mineralogical composition of each component (Table 1 to Table 6) are used as input data. The following hypotheses are made:

- Ca-carbonates in Renazzo and GRO 95577 are assumed to be calcite;
- densities of kamacite, low-Ni kamacite and intermediate S phases are calculated by balancing the density of Fe, Ni and S with respect to their abundances in these phases;
- in Renazzo, the density of the matrix is assumed to be the one of a mixture of 75% of forsterite and 25% of fayalite, the density of the olivine is assumed to be the one of forsterite, the one of pyroxene is assumed to be the one of enstatite and the one of the feldspathic mesostasis is assumed to be the one of anorthite;
- in GRO 95577, the density of the matrix is assumed to be similar to the one of antigorite or clinochlore.

It is thus possible to compute the elemental repartition (wt% for 1 m³) in these two chondrites (Table 8). The elemental repartition of Renazzo is compared to the one obtained by chemical analysis by Mason and Wiik (1962) after having recalculated this one in order to avoid H, N, V, Cu. Table 8 indicates that there is a good match between these two repartitions. It is very important since it stresses the accuracy of our mineralogical description and modal analysis method as well as the relevance of the hypotheses concerning the densities of minerals.

The differences between the element repartition in GRO 95577 and the average repartition in Renazzo is also reported in Table 8. A great similarity exists between these two repartitions. There is only a discrepancy of 3 wt% of Mg and 4 wt% of Si and an excess of 5 wt% of S and 2 wt% of Ca in GRO 95577 compared to Renazzo. These differences are low and favor the idea that it is possible that the CR2 Renazzo-like composition is altered into a CR1 GRO 95577-like composition via an isochemical process, except for the H₂O input.

**Characteristics of the aqueous alteration process of Renazzo into GRO 95577**

When considering the mineralogy and texture of Renazzo and GRO 95577, different constraints on the mechanism of alteration from a CR2 chondrite to the CR1 chondrite can be made.

The texture and the outlines of chondrules are preserved in GRO 95577 (Weisberg and Prinz (2000)). This implies that the alteration process is mostly a chemical process rather than a mechanical one. No evidence of brecciation is observed. This suggests that the heat may mostly originate from the decay of ²⁶Al (Urey 1955) rather than from accretion processes and favors the idea that alteration occurred after the accretion of the parent-body.

Moreover, when considering the mineralogy and the chemical composition of Renazzo and GRO 95577 other conclusions can be made. The elemental repartition in Renazzo and GRO 95577 (Table 8) supports the existence of an isochemical alteration process turning the CR2 composition into the CR1 one. Such isochemical process is reported for the carbonaceous chondrite parent body by e.g. Clayton and Mayeda (1984), Wulf et al. (1995) and Bland et al. (2006). Moreover, in Renazzo, most of the chondrules consist of forsteritic olivine (Fo₉₉),
pyroxene and a feldspathic mesostasis, which means Si, Mg, Al and Ca are the major elements. In GRO 95577, chondrules consist of vermiculite and clinochlore mesostasis, which means, Si, Mg, Al and Fe in composition. So, vermiculite may result from the aqueous alteration of olivine, pyroxene (sources of Si, Mg) and feldspathic mesostasis (source of Al), and from the corrosion of the blebs of metal (source of Fe). The aqueous alteration of the feldspathic mesostasis provides Ca which is incorporated in the Ca-carbonate observed in GRO 95577. Carbon may come from the aqueous alteration of the organic matter present in Renazzo’s matrix or from an input in CO₂. Moreover the feldspathic mesostasis in Renazzo may be enriched in Mg coming from the alteration of the adjacent olivine and pyroxene and in Fe coming from the blebs of metal. By this mean its composition evolves into clinochlore as observed in GRO 95577. The Fe, S rich matrix in Renazzo turns into a Mg, Si rich one in GRO 95577. This is due to the migration of Fe and S up to the chondrule interiors where these elements react with FeNi metal to turn into intermediate sulfide phases. Regarding these considerations and the elemental repartitions in Renazzo and GRO 95577, the aqueous alteration can be regarded as an isochemical process except for the supply in H₂O and for the possible input in CO₂. This alteration creates the migration of chemical elements (mostly Fe, Ni, S, Al, Mg and C) at a millimeter to centimeter scale, which favors the idea of an alteration on the parent body. In Renazzo, Ca-carbonates are mostly observed at the border between matrix and chondrules. Hutchison et al. (1987) made the same observation for Bishunpur (unequilibrated ordinary chondrite) and attributed it to the fact that the margin of chondrules may represent a sink for Ca that has been mobilized from mesostasis by aqueous fluids. This argument supports also the hypothesis of an aqueous alteration occurring on the parent-asteroid. Finally, the fact that the magnetite and phyllosilicates separates from Renazzo have O isotopic compositions that lie on the terrestrial fractionation line indicates that they come from the same fluid (Clayton and Mayeda 1977) which is also most compatible with alteration within an asteroidal environment (Clayton and Mayeda 1999).

These conclusions are coherent with the one of Weisberg et al. (1993) favoring the asteroidal location of the aqueous alteration for CRs but it must not be ignored that some textural evidences in the Y 8449 CR2 chondrite (Ichikawa and Ikeda 1995) make the existence of some preaccretionary alteration possible as well.

The composition of the unaltered CR parent asteroid

From the modal analysis of Renazzo (Table 5) and from the information we have on the chemical reactions which occur during the aqueous alteration, it is possible to estimate the composition of Renazzo prior to the alteration. This composition is called the unaltered CR composition.

It is considered that prior to the aqueous alteration:

- FeNi metal was kamacite only;
- S was only in the matrix;
- the core of the chondrule consisted in olivine and pyroxene;
- the mesostasis was feldspathic in composition;
- there was no calcite and C was in the matrix while Ca was in the feldspathic mesostasis.

After the aqueous alteration, for 1 m³, in term of mass of element (g):

- \((Fe\text{ kamacite})\text{unaltered CR} = (Fe\text{ kamacite} + Fe\text{ low-Ni kamacite} + Fe\text{ chamosite})\text{Renazzo} (1);
- \((Al\text{ feldspathic mesostasis})\text{unaltered CR} = (Al\text{ chamosite} + Al\text{ feldspathic mesostasis})\text{Renazzo} (2);
- \((S\text{ matrix})\text{unaltered CR} = (S\text{ matrix} + S\text{ intermediate S phases})\text{Renazzo} (3);
- \((Fe\text{ matrix})\text{unaltered CR} = (Fe\text{ matrix} + Fe\text{ intermediate S phases})\text{Renazzo} (4);
Kamacite is partly altered into low-Ni kamacite thus liberating Fe, which is available for the conversion of the feldspathic mesostasis into chamosite mesostasis (1) and (2). The sulfide phases in matrix are partly altered liberating Fe and S, which is available to combine with Ni (coming from the alteration of kamacite) and result in the crystallization of intermediate sulfide phases (3) and (4). The organic matter in matrix is partly altered into Ca-carbonate (5). Knowing the mass of Fe in kamacite of the unaltered CR chondrites, \( (\text{Fe}_{\text{kamacite}})_{\text{unaltered CR}} \), it is possible to compute the elemental composition of the kamacite, by applying proportionality to the elemental composition of the kamacite in Renazzo. The same method is used to compute the elemental composition of the feldspathic mesostasis in the unaltered CR from the mass \( (\text{Al}_{\text{feldspathic mesostasis}})_{\text{unaltered CR}} \). The composition of the matrix in the unaltered CR (Table 4) equals the one of Renazzo at which the amount of S and Fe from the intermediate sulfide phases and the amount of C from calcite are added. The proportions of olivine and pyroxene are supposed to be the same than in Renazzo.

Knowing the density of kamacite (7.84), of the matrix (estimated to be 3.55), of the feldspathic mesostasis (2.76) and of olivine and pyroxene (3.21), the modal abundances in the unaltered CR are calculated. Thus the CR unaltered body is estimated to have 4 vol% of kamacite whose composition is the same than in Renazzo (Table 3), 50 vol% of matrix whose composition is in Table 4, and 46 vol% of chondrule (19.5 vol% of olivine, 23 vol% of pyroxene, 3.5 vol% of feldspathic mesostasis, all having the same composition than in Renazzo).

**CONCLUSIONS**

The use of EMP X-ray elemental maps and a crystal chemistry approach facilitated with IDL software reveal a new method to achieve the modal analysis of a sample. It requires having a good knowledge of the mineralogical composition of the sample, but one can achieve the modal analysis of a 1 mm\(^2\) map in about 4 hours which is much faster and more convenient than by using the point counting method. By this mean, new data on CR chondrites were collected and resulted in new insights concerning their aqueous alteration process. First of all, we refined the classification of Renazzo and GRO 95577. The majority of the mesostasis in Renazzo is feldspathic rather than chamosite so it favors the idea that this meteorite is not as highly altered as reported in literature. We support the previous classification of GRO 95577, as a CR1. Moreover, the homogeneity of GRO 95577 phyllosilicates composition, their low Fe-content, and the distinctive matrix composition of Renazzo and GRO 95577 require a wide range of aqueous alteration within CRs. New alteration products for CR chondrites are even found in GRO 95577, vermiculite, clinochlore and intermediate S phases, which underlines similarities with the highly altered CM2 chondrite, Nogoya. The preservation of the outlines of the chondrules in GRO 95577 and the elemental transfers of Al, Fe and Ca throughout the chondrule and of Fe, S from the matrix to the chondrule support an asteroidal aqueous alteration.

From the mineralogical data and modal abundances in Renazzo and GRO 95577, it was possible to compute the elemental repartition in these two chondrites. The results indicate that the aqueous alteration is isochemical except for the input of H\(_2\)O. From the modal analysis of Renazzo and from the information we have on the chemical reactions occurring during the aqueous alteration, it is possible to compute the composition of Renazzo prior to the alteration. The modal abundances in an unaltered CR are thus estimated.
to be 4 vol% of kamacite, 50 vol% of matrix and 46 vol% of chondrule (19.5 vol% of olivine, 23 vol% of pyroxene, 3.5 vol% of feldspathic mesostasis).

In upcoming articles, it will be shown how the results of the modal analysis are used by modeling works to put more constraints on the physico-chemical conditions which prevail during the aqueous alteration. Then, these parameters will themselves be used for hydrothermal aqueous alteration experiments on synthetic unaltered CR mineralogical assemblages, whose reaction products will be compared to the mineralogy of GRO 95577. By this means we could test whether our hypotheses concerning the evolution of a Renazzo-like material into GRO 95577-like material are pertinent or not.
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Table 1. Representative analyses (in wt%) of silicates within Renazzo chondrules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na₂O</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>P₂O₅</th>
<th>K₂O</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>TiO₂</th>
<th>Cr₂O₃</th>
<th>FeO</th>
<th>MnO</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olivine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>56.03</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>42.42</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>99.96</td>
<td>Fo₉₉₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>55.20</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>42.00</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>99.50</td>
<td>Fo₉₈²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>56.70</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>40.30</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>98.88</td>
<td>Fo₉₉³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe olivine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>32.53</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>37.09</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>29.12</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>Fo₆₆²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>31.40</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>36.20</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>30.70</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>Fo₆₄²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyroxene</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>35.72</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>54.91</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>99.96</td>
<td>Fs₄Wo₁³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>29.43</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>54.47</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>Fs₈Wo₁₀³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>52.35</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>15.29</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>100.02</td>
<td>Fs₄Wo₃³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>38.00</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>57.90</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>99.40</td>
<td>Fs₃Wo₁²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>37.20</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>57.80</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>100.64</td>
<td>Fs₃Wo₁³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>36.10</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>57.10</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>98.43</td>
<td>Fs₄Wo₁³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Representative analyses (in wt%) of the mesostasis within Renazzo and GRO 95577 chondrules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na₂O</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>P₂O₅</th>
<th>K₂O</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>TiO₂</th>
<th>Cr₂O₃</th>
<th>FeO</th>
<th>MnO</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feldspar</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renazzo</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>55.99</td>
<td>46.72</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>16.90</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamosite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renazzo</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>12.28</td>
<td>30.30</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>31.91</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>84.26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renazzo</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>15.10</td>
<td>29.10</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>32.70</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>90.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinochlore</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRO 95577</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>17.21</td>
<td>14.99</td>
<td>30.18</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>21.19</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>84.22</td>
<td>Clin. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRO 95577</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>19.08</td>
<td>14.23</td>
<td>31.33</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>19.48</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>85.07</td>
<td>Clin. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Serpentine</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renazzo</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>39.30</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>20.70</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>81.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 3. Representative analyses (in wt%) of opaque phases within Renazzo and GRO 95577.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kamacite</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renazzo</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renazzo</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.05-0.62</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.13-0.73</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>83.4-93.3</td>
<td>0.17-0.55</td>
<td>5.8-13.8</td>
<td>94.05</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRO 95577</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>86.25</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>12.73</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low-Ni kamacite</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renazzo</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>93.61</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRO 95577</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>94.05</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pyrhotite</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRO 95577</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>36.01</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>63.30</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>99.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate sulfide phases</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRO 95577</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>33.65</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>51.66</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pentlandite</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRO 95577</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>36.86</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>32.57</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>28.64</td>
<td>100.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: this study. 2: in Weisberg et al. (1993)
Table 4. Representative analyses (in wt%) of the matrix within some CRs and Orgueil. From computation for the unaltered CR body.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na₂O</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>SO₃</th>
<th>K₂O</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>TiO₂</th>
<th>Cr₂O₃</th>
<th>FeO</th>
<th>MnO</th>
<th>NiO</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Renazzo¹</td>
<td>n.d</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>30.20</td>
<td>8.74</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>24.80</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>85.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renazzo²</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>15.80</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>31.40</td>
<td>7.94</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>24.30</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>86.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renazzo³</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>16.63</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>34.62</td>
<td>5.99</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>27.47</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>92.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Renazzo</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>15.48</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>32.07</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>25.52</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>89.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Renazzo for total=100%</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>17.39</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>36.02</td>
<td>8.49</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>28.66</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRO 95577⁴</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>30.78</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>43.05</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>14.17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Rais for total=100%³</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>33.71</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>28.23</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unaltered CR body⁴</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>16.62</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>34.42</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>29.34</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>99.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orgueil³</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>19.79</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>32.99</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>22.28</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>84.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orgueil for total=100%</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>23.29</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>28.82</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>26.21</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Modal abundances of mineral and metallic phases within Renazzo and GRO 95577. Comparison to data on CRs from Smith literature.

Computation of the modal abundances within the CR unaltered body (see text for details).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Renazzo vol%</th>
<th>GRO 95577 vol%</th>
<th>CRs vol%</th>
<th>Unaltered CR vol%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>3a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamacite</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>≈0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Ni kamacite</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetite</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrrhotite</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate S phases</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total opaque phases</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivine</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyroxene</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vermiculite</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feldspathic mesostasis</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamosite mesostasis</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinohlore mesostasis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total chondrule</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca-carbonate</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: this study. 2: in Smith et al. (2004). 3: in Weisberg et al. (1993). 4: includes dark inclusions. a) for prismatic crystals hypothesis, vol%=area%, b) for spherical crystals hypothesis, vol%=(area%)^{3/2}.
Table 6. Representative analyses of silicates (in wt%) within GRO 95577 chondrules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Na$_2$O</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>Al$_2$O$_3$</th>
<th>SiO$_2$</th>
<th>P$_2$O$_5$</th>
<th>K$_2$O</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>TiO$_2$</th>
<th>Cr$_2$O$_3$</th>
<th>Fe$_2$O$_3$</th>
<th>MnO</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vemiculite (Fe$_2$O$_3$)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>32.79</td>
<td>2.91</td>
<td>45.23</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>16.48</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Adequation between the key-properties for CRs chondrites and GRO 95577 mineralogy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key properties for CR chondrites</th>
<th>In GRO 95577</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Chondrules</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- large, up to 5 mm with a mean size of 1 mm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- multilayered;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Fe-Ni metal rich;</td>
<td>Altered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- type I that have olivine and/or pyroxene-rich cores with layers of olivine/pyroxene, serpentine, Fe-Ni metal and Ca-carbonate</td>
<td>Altered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Abundant matrix and dark inclusions that contain</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- microchondrules and microfragments (&lt;200 µm)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- magnetite framboysis and platelets</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Unique assemblage of hydrous silicates</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- chlorite-rich chondrule mesostases</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- serpentine-rich rims</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- serpentine-rich brown microspheres on chondrule margins, in chondrule rims and in the matrix</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ca-carbonates are different from those of other groups in composition. Moreover there are Ca-carbonate rims on chondrules which do not exist in other group</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Abundant Fe,Ni metal have a positive Ni vs Co trend with a solar ratio</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The abundance of refractory inclusions is low</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. AOAs have both Mn-rich and Mn-poor forsterite</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. There is a unique CR mixing line on the three oxygen isotope diagram, whose slope is 0.7 AOAs have both Mn-rich and Mn-poor forsterite</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. CRs are enriched in $^{15}$N AOAs have both Mn-rich and Mn-poor forsterite</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. in Weisberg et al. 1993. 2. this study. N/A: not observed.
Table 8. Elemental repartition (wt% in 1 m$^3$) of Renazzo and GRO 95577. Comparison to Mason and Wiik (1962) data on Renazzo. See Discussion for details.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Na</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>Ni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Renazzo$^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Renazzo$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>GRO 95577$^1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

≈ ≈ ≈ -3 ≈ -4 ≈ 5 ≈ 2 ≈ ≈ ≈ -0.5 ≈ 0.5 GRO 95577 – average Renazzo

| n.s. | 1  | 25 | 3  | 29 | n.s. | 4  | n.s. | 2  | n.s. | 1  | n.s. | 34 | n.s. | 1  | Unaltered CR body$^1$ |

1. this study. 2. Mason and Wiik (1962). n.s. not significant.
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Figure 1. BSE image of a part of Renazzo thick section.

Figure 1a. Colored X-ray elemental maps of Ca, Fe, Ni, S and octovertet ratio of the area a in Figure 1.

Figure 1b. BSE image of a porphyritic type I chondrule having olivine and pyroxene core and feldspathic mesostasis in Renazzo. kam: kamacite, low-Ni kam: low-Ni kamacite, ol: olivine, px: pyroxene, mes: mesostasis, mat: matrix, car: Ca-rich carbonate.

Figure 1c. BSE image of porphyritic type II chondrule having Fe-olivine core and chamosite mesostasis in Renazzo. int. S phases: intermediate sulfide phases, Fe-ol: Fe-rich olivine.

Figure 1d. BSE image of the contact between Fe-olivine core and chamosite mesostasis in type II chondrule of Renazzo. PP: porphyritic pyroxene chondrule, POP: porphyritic olivine pyroxene chondrule, low-Ni kam.:low-Ni kamacite, mat: matrix.

Figure 1e. BSE image of the contact between matrix and PP and POP chondrules in Renazzo.

Figure 2. BSE image of GRO 95577 thick section.

Figure 2a. BSE image of a porphyritic chondrule having vermiculite core and chamosite mesostasis in GRO 95577.

Figure 2b. BSE image of the contact between vermiculite core and chamosite mesostasis in GRO 95577 chondrule. low-Ni kam.: low-Ni kamacite, mag: magnetite, pen: pentlandite, ver.: vermiculite, mes: mesostasis, car:Ca-rich carbonate.

Figure 2c. BSE image of the contact between vermiculite core and chamosite mesostasis in an altered barred-olivine chondrule of GRO 95577. ver: vermiculite, clin. mes.: clinochlore mesostasis.

Figure 2d. BSE image of a low-Ni kamacite bleb within GRO 95577 chondrule. low-Ni kam.

Figure 2e. BSE image of pyrrhotite at the border between chondrule and matrix within GRO 95577. Po: pyrrhotite, ver.: vermiculite, mat: matrix.

Figure 2f. BSE image of intermediate sulfide phases at the border between chondrule and matrix within GRO 95577. int. S phases: intermediate S phases., mat: matrix.

Figure 2g. BSE image of fine-grained matrix of GRO 95577 in which magnetite are observed. mag: magnetite, mat.:matrix.

Figure 2h. BSE image of large calcite, in which pentlandite are observed, within GRO 95577 matrix. pen.:pentlandite, mat: matrix, car: Ca-rich carbonate.
Figure 3. Compositions of the pyroxenes within Renazzo chondrules plotted in a Fe-Wo-En ternary diagram.

Figure 4. Compositions of the phyllosilicates from Renazzo and GRO 95577 chondrules plotted in a Mg-Fe-Si+Al ternary diagram and compared to phyllosilicates composition from other CRS, CMs and CVs chondrules.

Figure 5. BSE image of zoned kamacite within GRO 95577 chondrule. The inner part is Ni-richer than the outer part of the bleb. low-Ni kam.: low-Ni kamacite, kam: kamacite, ver.:vermiculite, clin. mes.: clinohlore mesostasis.

Figure 6. X-ray elemental maps (1000 * 1000 µm²) for Fe, Ni and S on GRO 95577. 1 kamacite, 2 low-Ni kamacite, 3 pyrrhotite, 4 magnetite, 5 intermediate phases, 6 Fe-rich phyllosilicate matrix, 7 chamosite rich mesostasis, 8 vermiculite, 9 carbonate.

Figure 7. Oxygen three-isotope graph showing the whole rock composition of Renazzo (R) (Weisberg et al. 1993) and GRO 95577 (G) (Weisberg and Prinz 2000) but also of the two CR-CV3 chondrites NWA 1152 (N) and SAH 00182 (S) (both from Smith et al. 2004). The composition of matrices, dark clasts, chondrules and mineral separates from CR2 are also plotted (from Weisberg et al. 1993). TF=terrestrial fractionation line, CR="CR-clan” line.

Figure 8. Compositions of the phyllosilicates from Renazzo and GRO 95577 matrices plotted in a Mg-Fe-Si+Al ternary diagram and compared to phyllosilicates composition from other CRS, CMs, CIs and CVs matrices.